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Lifetime measurements of the 7D levels of atomic francium

J. M. Grossman,* R. P. Fliller III, L. A. Orozco, M. R. Pearson, and G. D. Sprouse
Department of Physics and Astronomy, State University of New York, Stony Brook, New York 11794-3800

~Received 21 June 2000; published 30 October 2000!

We present lifetime measurements of the 7D3/2 and 7D5/2 levels of Fr. We use a time-correlated single-
photon counting technique on a sample of210Fr atoms confined and cooled in a magneto-optical trap. The
upper state of the 7P3/2 trapping transition serves as the resonant intermediate level for two-photon excitation
of the 7D states. A probe laser provides the second step of the excitation, and we detect the decay of the atomic
fluorescence. Our measurements help extend the knowledge of this class of atomic wave functions in which
correlation effects are very significant. We measure lifetimes of 73.660.3 ns and 67.762.9 ns for the 7D3/2

and 7D5/2 levels, respectively.

PACS number~s!: 32.70.Cs, 31.15.Ar, 32.80.Pj
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I. INTRODUCTION

The wealth of work performed on francium at ISOLD
@1# opened the possibility to cool and trap this radioact
heavy alkali metal in sufficient quantities to perform furth
spectroscopic studies@2,3#. Until now, our experimenta
work on the electronic states of francium has been on
low-lying SandP states.~See Refs.@4–6#, for example.! The
understanding of these states—their energies, dipole m
elements, and hyperfine constants—is beginning to rea
level comparable to that of the other alkali metals. Of p
ticular interest is the quantitative knowledge reached by
atomic theory calculations@7–9# and its agreement with ou
measurements, strengthening the possibility of a parity n
conservation~PNC! measurement in a chain of francium is
topes@10#.

We would like to reach a similar quantitative understan
ing of the low-lying 7d level. To this end, we are performin
accurate measurements of properties of the levels that
us information about the quality of the theoretical calcu
tions both at short range~hyperfine structure! and at long
range~atomic lifetimes!. The energies and hyperfine stru
ture of high-lyingD states (n58 –20) have been measure
previously@1,11#. We recently located the energies and me
sured the hyperfine structure of the 7D3/2 and 7D5/2 states
@12#. The very different angular momentum properties of t
d levels, particularly the large contributions from correlati
corrections, make calculations of their structure from fi
principles more complicated than for thes andp levels. Fort-
son @13# has a scheme to perform a PNC measuremen
Ba1, using the 6S and 5D states by monitoring the ground
state spin rotation induced by an intense laser beam.
though it is not possible to directly adapt this suggestion t
measurement in Fr using the 7S and 6D levels, other
schemes may be feasible and require further study.

In this paper we report measurements of the lifetime
the 7D3/2 and 7D5/2 states that present a new challenge to
most sophisticated techniques ofab initio calculations using
many-body perturbation theory~MBPT!. The structure of the
paper is as follows. Section II reviews how we make, c
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ture, and probe Fr. Section III explains our use of a tim
correlated single-photon counting method as applied t
small sample of trapped and cooled Fr atoms. We presen
measurements in Sec. IV, with a discussion of them in S
V. Section VI summarizes our results and we conclude w
Sec. VII.

II. PREPARATION OF SAMPLE

The production, cooling, and trapping of Fr on line wi
the Superconducting LINAC at Stony Brook have been
scribed previously@14#. Briefly, to make Fr, a 100-MeV
beam of 18O ions from the accelerator impinges on a go
target. We extract;13106 francium ions/s out of the gold
and transport them about 1 m to a hot (;1000 K) yttrium
neutralizer. From here the neutral atoms enter a dry-fi
coated glass cell where they are cooled and trapped
magneto-optical trap~MOT! with 1032104 atoms captured
in steady state. The trap operates on line in the target room
the accelerator with the experiment controlled remotely.

Figure 1 shows the energy levels of210Fr relevant for
trapping and the lifetime measurements. A Coherent 899
titanium-sapphire laser operating at 718 nm excites the t
ping and cooling transition (7S1/2,F5 13

2 →7P3/2,F5 15
2 ).

An EOSI 2010 diode laser operating at 817 nm repumps
atoms that leak out of the cooling cycle via the 7S1/2,F
5 11

2 →7P1/2,F5 13
2 transition. A computer-controlled scan

ning Fabry-Perot cavity monitors and holds the long-te
frequencies of both lasers@19#. A charge-coupled-device
~CCD! camera collects the trapping cycle fluorescence
monitors the number of atoms in the trap during measu
ments.

We operate in a regime where the steady-state numbe
atoms is small, a few thousand, to make sure that the den
of the sample is low~trap diameter 1 mm!. The trap operates
with a typical detuning of 4G, whereG51/t and an intensity
that produces a generalized Rabi frequency of;4.5G @12#.

III. METHOD AND APPARATUS

We measure the lifetime of the 7d levels using time-
correlated single-photon counting@15#. This method has
been used, for example, to measure lifetimes of atoms
©2000 The American Physical Society02-1
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beams@16#, atoms in vapor cells@17#, and trapped single
ions @18#. We applied it for the lifetime measurements of t
7p levels of trapped atomic francium@4#.

The time-correlated single-photon counting uses a s
pulse of resonant laser light to populate an excited stat
t50. The arrival times, with respect to the excitation pul
of the spontaneously emitted photons when histogramm
directly show the exponential decay of the state. The te
nique requires some care to have a small enough excita
rate in order to minimize systematic problems from pu
pileup. It works best with thin samples of atoms and
operate in a regime where the likelihood of getting a fluor
cence photon per excitation is much less than 1@4#. Roughly,
the fractional statistical inaccuracy of the method scales w
1/AN, whereN is the number of detected photons@18#. So it
is possible to achieve accuracies of a fraction of 1%.

We have adapted the technique that we applied to thep
levels to measure the 7d levels. We require a two-photo
transition to excite the 7d levels. The resonant intermedia
level is the upper state of the trapping transition, 7P3/2, F
5 15

2 . A second Coherent 899-21 titanium sapphire laser
erating at 969 nm or 961 nm excites the transition from
intermediate level to the recently observed 7D3/2, F5 15

2 or
7D5/2, F5 17

2 levels@12#, respectively. A Burleigh WA-1500
wavemeter measures the frequencies of all three lasers.
ure 2 shows a block diagram of the experimental system

The measurement operates on a 1-ms cycle, as shown in
Fig. 3. We keep the trapping and cooling lasers on all
time, then we excite a small fraction of the atoms in t
7P3/2 state with the 969-nm or 961-nm probe laser. Follo
ing the probe pulse, we detect the decay of fluorescence
500 ns.

The probe laser is chopped by two Gsa¨nger LM0202
electro-optic modulators~EOMs!. We use two modulators to
extinguish the light as sharply and thoroughly as possi
The extinction ratio is better than 150:1~after 30 ns!. This

FIG. 1. Energy levels and lasers relevant to the trap opera
and lifetime measurements.
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less than optimal performance comes from the large wa
length of the excitation, 35% longer than the designed wa
length for the EOMs. The probe laser is on for 200 ns ea
cycle.

An f /1.3 optical system collects the fluorescence.
1-mm-diam aperture at a focal point in the assembly reje
light spatially separated from the trapped atoms. This
duces the background and prevents saturation of the ph
multiplier tube ~PMT!. For the measurement of the 7D3/2
lifetime, a Hamamatsu R636-10 PMT operating in photo
counting mode detects the 833-nm fluorescence of the de
from the 7D3/2→7P1/2 level. Appropriate glass and interfer
ence filters reject light at other wavelengths. Because
7D5/2 level does not decay to the 7P1/2 level, a cooled
Hamamatsu R2658P PMT with appropriate interference
ters detects the 961-nm fluorescence of the decay from
7D5/2→7P3/2 level. The quantum efficiency of this PMT
(;0.3% at 961 nm! is more than an order of magnitud
lower than that of the R636-10 (;7% at 833 nm!. At this
wavelength, scattered blackbody radiation from sources s
as the nearby hot neutralizer cannot be completely exclud

We amplify and discriminate the pulses from the PM

n

FIG. 2. Block diagram of experiment.

FIG. 3. Timing for the lifetime measurements. The upper tra
is the chopping of the probe with the decay of the fluorescence f
the 7DJ state indicated schematically. The lower trace is the TA
gating.
2-2
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LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS OF THE 7D LEVELS OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 62 062502
before sending them to the pulse processing electronics.
keep the rate of photon counts low to prevent double pu
events and reduce dead-time systematic effects in the e
tronics.

The timing sequence for the chopping and detection
derived from a BNC 8010 pulse generator triggering t
LeCroy 222 gate and delay generators. Detected fluoresc
photon-counting pulses start an Ortec 467 time-to-amplit
converter~TAC!, and the TAC stop pulse comes from one
the gate generators. Starting the TAC with a fluoresce
photon eliminates the accumulation of counts from cyc
with no detected photons. A multichannel analyzer~MCA!
bins the TAC output to produce a histogram of the even

The Gsa¨nger EOMs extinguish the probe light in a fini
time. The turn-off function is well modeled by a Gaussia
so we describe the fluorescence function as the convolu
of a Gaussian with an exponential decay. In our meas
ments of the 7D5/2 lifetime, the PMT counts photons at th
excitation wavelength, so scattered photons from the exc
tion pulse are also counted.

IV. MEASUREMENTS AND FITS

We accumulate;1000 fluorescence counts/channel
2048 channels for the 7D3/2 lifetime and ;30 counts/
channel in 8192 channels for the 7D5/2 lifetime in about
30 min per data set with atoms in the trap and the probe l
on resonance. The signal gives the exponential decay o
fluorescence for about five lifetimes for the 7D3/2 measure-
ment and about three lifetimes for the 7D5/2 measurement
The statistical quality of the data is much better for the 7D3/2
lifetime measurements, than for the 7D5/2 measurements. Fo
the 7D3/2 measurement, the background count rate is 1
Hz, mostly from scattered light from the trap laser that lea
through the interference filter. For the 7D5/2 lifetime mea-
surement~961-nm photon counting!, the background coun
rate is 600 Hz mostly from blackbody radiation of the h
neutralizer, from dark counts, and from the trap laser.
also shift the trap laser off resonance so that there are
atoms in the trap and collect background to look for syste
atic effects in the timing electronics.

The chopping EOMs have a finite switching time. T
study the excitation pulse, we collect background data
counting photons scattered from the probe pulse without
atoms in the trap. The pulse is well modeled by a flat
with a half-Gaussian turn-on and turn-off. Taking timet as
the independent variable, we fit to the function

f ~ t !5H Ae2(t2tc1d)2/(2w2), t2tc<2d

A, ut2tcu,d

Ae2(t2tc2d)2/(2w2), t2tc>d

~1!

and obtain the pulse centertc , the pulse width 2d, and the
switching time constantw. For a population of atoms startin
at t50 in the 7DJ state, the excited-state population decay
given by
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g~ t !5H 0, t,0

Be2t/t, t>0,
~2!

wheret is the 7DJ state lifetime. After the start of the puls
turn-off, the fluorescence decay is given by the convolut
of f andg,

~ f +g!~ t !5E
2`

t

f ~T!g~ t2T!dT. ~3!

We operate with probe intensities well below the two-lev
saturation intensity of 3.1 mW/cm2. In our experiment the
probe pulse is sufficiently long (;200 ns) that we can ne
glect the pulse turn-on@the first line of Eq.~1!#. Doing this
and substituting Eqs.~1! and ~2! into Eq. ~3! yields

~ f +g!~ t !5A8H te2t/t~e(d1tc)/t2e(2d1tc)/t!

1
A2p

2w
e2(2tt22dt22tct2w2)/t2FerfS wt

A2t
D

1erfS tt2dt2tct2w2

A2wt
D G J , ~4!

where A85AB and erf(x) is the error function. The first
term in Eq. ~4! is just a pure exponential decay resultin
from the flat part of the pulse. The second term results fr
the finite turn-off. In the limit of infinitely fast switching
(w→0), Eq. ~4! reduces to a pure exponential decay.

Our measurements of the 7D3/2 lifetime count photons at
a different wavelength from the probe laser, so the PMT d
not count scattered photons from the probe pulse. We
these data sets with

h3/2~ t !5~ f +g!~ t !1c, ~5!

wherec is a constant background. The fit takes values ofw,
d, andtc obtained from background data sets and usesA8, t,
andc as free parameters. Results obtained in this way ag
with the results of fits to a region well after the probe tur
off, using a pure exponential decay plus a constant ba
ground. We report the results of the latter fits as they invo
fewer parameters. Figure 4 shows an example 7D3/2 decay
curve data set with an exponential fit.

For the 7D5/2 lifetime measurements, the detection wav
length is the same as the excitation wavelength, so the P
also counts scattered photons from the probe pulse. W
these data sets with

h5/2~ t !5~ f +g!~ t !1 f ~ t !1c, ~6!

The fit takesA, A8, t, andc as free parameters, andw, d, and
tc are fixed from background data fits. This approach allo
us to include sections of the data in which the atomic flu
rescence has not decayed much. In these sections the si
to-noise ratio is much greater than in sections well after
probe turn-off, where counted photons are nearly a pure
ponential decay. Figure 5 shows a sample 7D5/2 decay data
2-3
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set with the corresponding fits. The solid line is a fit to da
using Eq.~6!. The dashed line is a scaled fit of Eq.~1! to a
background data set collected by counting photons while
plying the excitation pulses with no atoms in the trap.

FIG. 4. Decay curve of the 7D3/2 level with fit residuals. On the
upper plot the data points are the fluorescence counts minus a
stant background.~Every ten channels have been added togeth!
The line is a fit to an exponential decay. The lower plot shows
residuals of the fit divided by the statistical uncertainty of ea
point.

FIG. 5. Decay curve of the 7D5/2 level. The data points are th
fluorescence counts from the excitation pulse and the subseq
decay of the 7D5/2→7P3/2 fluorescence.~Every 20 channels have
been binned together.! The solid line is a fit to the data and th
dashed line is a scaled fit to a background data set as explain
the text.
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V. DISCUSSION

We calibrate the time scale of the TAC and MCA with
9.5-MHz oscillator with a stability better than 131026. An
unchopped laser produces photon counts, which we gate
the oscillator. The gated pulses serve as both the start
stop of the TAC. This produces randomly distributed eve
separated in time by an integer number of periods of
oscillator. The time calibration of the TAC and MCA has a
uncertainty of60.04% and60.06% for the 7D3/2 and 7D5/2
measurements, respectively. For both measurements the
scale is linear to60.04% over the entire range of channe
with data. Fitting the lifetime measurements with a tim
scale that is linear with an adjustable quadratic correction
a negligible effect on the lifetimes. We measure the linea
in the height scale of the TAC and MCA with photons fro
a flashlight source that are randomly separated in time.
binned counts are entirely consistent with a flat line.

For a given cycle, the TAC can only register one photo
A correction to the raw data accounts for the preferen
counting of early events@15#. If Ni is the number of counts
in MCA channeli, andnE is the total number of excitation
cycles, thenNi8 , the corrected number of counts in channei,
is given by

Ni85
Ni

12
1

nE
(
j , i

Nj

. ~7!

Low count rates, as in our case, keep this correction sm
The correction alters the fitted lifetime of the 7D3/2 state by
0.06%. It does not significantly affect the fitted lifetime
the 7D5/2 state because of the low statistics of the measu
ment.

Adjusting the range over which the data are fitted, we fi
a variation in the obtained lifetime. We change the beginn
and end of each data range and find no systematic trend
the fluctuation of the lifetimes. The truncation uncertainty
the standard deviation of the lifetime for different startin
and ending points of the fit. For the 7D3/2 measurement, the
uncertainty is60.11%, and for the 7D5/2 measurement an
uncertainty of61.03% accounts for the variation.

We have searched for quantum beats in the fluoresce
decay signal but have not observed any. Quantum beats
when a short laser pulse excites two closely spaced en
levels with energiesE1 andE2 from a common lower level.
To coherently excite the two levels with a laser pulse,
spectral bandwidth of the pulse must be greater than the
quency separation of the levels. The quantum interfere
between the levels then modulates the total exponential
cay of the fluorescence. Following the treatment
Demtröder @20#, the total intensity of the emitted fluores
cence with quantum beats as a function of time is

I ~ t !5Ce2t/t @D1E cos~v21t !#, ~8!

wherev215(E22E1)/\. The coefficientsD and E can be
computed from the matrix elements between the levels
volved in the excitation and decay transitions. The excitat

on-
.
e
h
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and fluorescence geometries also determine the spatia
pendence of the amplitude of the quantum beatsE.

In 210Fr, the adjacent hyperfine level is separated by 1
MHz for the 7D3/2 state and 117.5 MHz for the 7D5/2 state
@12#. This is much larger than the<500 kHz bandwidth of
the exciting laser. The 30-ns turn-off time of the choppi
EOMs is too long to give sufficient laser bandwidth to c
herently excite both hyperfine states. A fast Fourier tra
form of the fit residuals reveals no distinguishable com
nents at the hyperfine splitting frequency.

The 7DJ hyperfine levels that we excite also have ma
netic sublevels that can potentially contribute quantum be
If the Zeeman quantum beats have a period of oscilla
longer than the atomic lifetime, they could cause a syste
atic shift in the lifetime. A magnetic field shifts a hyperfin
magnetic sublevelmF in energy byDE5gFmBBmF , where
gF is theg factor for the level,mB is the Bohr magneton, an
B is the external magnetic field. The difference in ener
shifts between sublevels determines the beat frequency.
MOT requires a magnetic-field gradient in three dimensio
that is present during the measurements. The atoms at d
ent locations in the trap experience different energy sh
For balanced MOT beam intensities and polarizations,
trap center is at the zero of the magnetic field. The differ
energy shifts due to the MOT magnetic-field gradient,
gether with the different light polarizations resulting fro
the intersection of the three pairs ofs1- ands2- polarized
laser beams, tend to average out the effect of Zeeman b

We have calculated the maximum contribution of the Z
man quantum beats to the fitted lifetimes. Following R
@21#, for a rectangular excitation pulseP(te) of lengthu and
a detection window of widthd occurring at timeDt after the
center of the excitation pulse, the rate of fluorescence
given by

R~Dt,u,d!} (
m,m8,m,m8

f mmf mm8gm8m8gm8m

3E
Dt1d/2

Dt1d/2E
u/2

u/2

P~ te!

3exp@2~ ivmm81G!~ t82te!#dtedt8, ~9!

where f and g are, respectively, the excitation and dec
transition matrix elements connecting the lower statesm and
m8 with the upper statesm and m8. The decay rate isG
51/t andvmm85(Em2Em8)/\. Integrating, we find

R~Dt,u,d!} (
m,m8,m,m8

f mmf mm8gm8m8gm8m

3@e2GT/~G21v2!2#

3$@v22G212ivG#@cosvT1e2GQ

3cosv~T1Q!2e2Gucosv~T1u!

2e2Gdcosv~T1d!#1@2vG2 i ~v22G2!#

3@sinvT1e2GQsinv~T1Q!2e2Gu

3sinv~T1u!2e2Gdsinv~T1d!#%, ~10!

where Q5u1d and T5Dt2Q/2. In the limit of a long
excitation pulse, the terms involvingu are negligible. The
06250
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width of the MCA bins corresponds tod50.2784 ns and
d50.1776 ns for the 7D3/2 and 7D5/2 measurements, re
spectively. Our excitation and detection geometry allows
herences between excitedmF sublevels differing byDmF
52 @21#. If a 1-mm trap forms at the zero of the field in th
6-G/cm gradient, the expected beat frequency for atom
the maximum field of 0.3 G is 134 kHz for 7D3/2,F5 15

2 and
296 kHz for 7D5/2,F5 17

2 . In our calculations, the quantum
beats affect the lifetime measurement negligibly.

The intense trap laser creates an Autler-Townes~ac Stark!
splitting of the intermediate 7P3/2,F5 15

2 state @12#. This
splitting is typically ;35 MHz. Numerical optical Bloch
equation calculations of the evolution of the level popu
tions and coherences indicate no discernible effect on
measured lifetime from this splitting.

The density of the atoms in the trap is low (103–104

atoms in 1 mm3). In this regime, effects such as radiatio
trapping, superfluorescence, and quenching due to collis
do not alter the measured lifetime. In our previous measu
ments@4# of the lifetimes of the 7P states in Fr and the 5P
states in Rb, we studied several other possible source
error that contribute at a level that is negligible in the me
surements reported here. An imbalance of the trap la
beams that displaces the trap center by one trap diame
(;1 mm) does not significantly affect the measured li
time through Zeeman quantum beats or any other me
Varying the MOT magnetic-field gradient does not affect t
measurements. The number of atoms in the trap is sma
that any residual probe laser light that is not fully exti
guished by the chopping EOMs does not cause a measu
background count rate. Modulation of the trap laser f
quency also affects the obtained values at a level tha
negligible in these measurements.

TABLE I. Error budget for the lifetime measurements.

Error 7D3/2 (%) 7D5/2 (%)

Statistical 60.38 64.14
Truncation 60.11 61.03
Time calibration 60.04 60.06
TAC/MCA nonlinearity ,60.01 ,60.01
Quantum beats ,60.01 ,60.01

Total 60.40 64.3

TABLE II. Comparison of measured lifetimes with theoretic
predictions from semiempirical calculations andab initio MBPT
calculations of radial matrix elements.

t(7D3/2)(ns) t(7D5/2)(ns)

This work @t(7DJ)# 73.660.3 67.762.9
Dzubaet al. @7# 75.4 68.7
Safronova and Johnson@9# 76.0 69.5
van Wijngaarden and Xia@22# 75.9 70.3
Biémont et al. @23# 53 77
Theodosiou@24# 74.5 82.7
2-5
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TABLE III. Elements of Table IV of@7#, radial integrals for Fr~in units of the Bohr radius!. The 7s-7pJk

radial integral calculations converge much better than the 7pJi
-7dJk

integral calculations.

Brueckner
Brueckner plus

Transition RHF TDHF orbitals non-Brueckner Prediction

7s-7p1/2 26.311 25.851 25.261 25.241 25.271
7s-7p3/2 26.153 25.742 25.124 25.104 25.133
7p1/2-7d3/2 21.722 21.855 23.015
7p3/2-7d3/2 22.670 22.791 24.213
7p3/2-7d5/2 22.759 22.850 23.992
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VI. RESULTS

Table I contains the error budget for the lifetime measu
ments. The standard deviation of the mean of the lifetime
is 60.38% for the 7D3/2 state and64.14% for the 7D5/2
state. Combining the uncertainties in quadrature gives a t
uncertainty of60.40% and64.3%, respectively. This give
lifetime results of 73.660.3 ns for the 7D3/2 state and
67.762.9 ns for the 7D5/2 state.

Table II compares our lifetime measurement results w
predictions based on semiempirical calculations of oscilla
strengths@22,23# and radial matrix elements@24#, and with
lifetimes obtained from radial matrix elements calculated
ab initio many-body perturbation theory@7,9#. The lifetime
of an excited statek is related to the decay rates to oth
statesi by

1

tk
5(

i

1

tk→ i
. ~11!

The decay rate to a statei is related to the reduced radia
matrix element between the two states by

1

tk→ i
5

4

3

vki
3

c2
a

z^Ji ir iJk& z2

2Jk11
, ~12!

where vki is the transition energy divided by\, c is the
speed of light,a is the fine-structure constant,Ji is the an-
gular momentum of statei, and^Ji ir iJk& is the reduced ma
trix element.@Note that Dzubaet al. calculate the radial in-
tegral*Ri(r )rRk(r )dr. To obtain the radial matrix elemen
^Ji ir iJk&, multiply the radial integral by the angular coeffi
cient ^Ji i r̂ iJk&.# Because we measure the lifetimes of t
7D states but not the branching ratios of their decay,
cannot obtain the radial matrix elements from our resu
We can, however, use theab initio and semiempirical calcu
lations of radial matrix elements to obtain predictions for t
lifetimes to compare with our results.

The 7D3/2 state can decay to the 7PJ and 8PJ (J5 1
2 , 3

2 )
states, and the 7D5/2 state decays to the 7P3/2 and 8P3/2
states. Because the energies of the 8PJ states@25# are so
06250
-
ts

tal

h
r

y

e
.

close to that of the 7DJ , they contribute less than 1% to th
total decay rate. As a result, they have been neglected in
calculations of@7,9,23#. The level of agreement obtained b
the ab initio calculations of Dzubaet al. @7# and Safronova
and Johnson@9# is impressive given the complexity of th
calculations. Still, the agreement of calculations@7,8# with
previous measurements of the 7PJ lifetimes is about a factor
of 2 better than here.~The calculated 7PJ→7S1/2 matrix
elements agree within 1% with the experimentally deriv
values.! The large contributions from core electron corre
tions associated with theD states are the main factor limitin
the precision of atomic calculations for these states@9,26#.
Table III reproduces elements of Table IV of Ref.@7#. The
7P1/2,3/2→7S1/2 calculations clearly seem to be convergin
with each successive correction smaller than the previ
one. On the other hand, the 7D3/2,5/2→7P1/2,3/2do not appear
to be converging. With large correlation corrections, theD
states are not as well suited to perturbative treatment as
the S andP states.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have used two-photon excitation and time-correla
single-photon counting techniques on a sample of cold210Fr
atoms confined in a MOT to measure the lifetimes of t
7D3/2 and 7D5/2 excited states. These lifetimes are the fi
test of calculations of radial matrix elements connecting t
excited states in Fr. They provide a more stringent test of
ability to calculate core electron correlation corrections th
the S andP state lifetimes do. Correlation corrections in th
SandP states are the dominant uncertainty in calculations
the 7S↔8S parity nonconserving amplitude in francium
@27#. TheD states also present an interesting alternative fo
parity nonconservation measurement@13#.
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